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The human microbiome harbors thousands of bacterial 
species, varies in composition between different sites of the 
human body and between individuals, and has been 
correlated with several diseases (1–5). Recently, scientists 
have begun to examine these correlations at a mechanistic 
level, often by identifying and characterizing microbiome-
derived small molecules that are responsible for a specific 
phenotype (6, 7). These molecules may mediate their effects 
directly, by targeting human cells or receptors (microbe-host 
interactions) (8–14), or indirectly, by affecting other members 
of the microbiome in a competitive or collaborative manner 
(microbe-microbe interactions) (15–18). With the importance 
of microbiome-derived small molecules becoming apparent, 
there is a dire need to develop systematic approaches for 
discovering and characterizing them. 

We previously undertook a systematic approach to de-
scribe the general capacity of the microbiome to produce 
small molecules (15) by identifying the biosynthetic gene clus-
ter (BGC) repertoire encoded in genomes of thousands of bac-
terial strains isolated originally from humans and 
characterizing the structure and biological activity of a subset 
of their products (9, 15). Although this approach revealed an 
enormous and largely unexplored capacity of the microbiome 
to produce small molecules, it suffered from one major limi-
tation. Its starting point relied on analyzing assembled ge-
nomes from readily cultured and sequenced isolates of the 
human microbiome. Consequently, this approach misses 

BGCs encoded in sequenced clinical samples but not in ge-
nomes of previously isolated bacteria. This limitation is sig-
nificant because of three main reasons. 

First, most large culturing efforts have focused on the hu-
man gut microbiome, and especially from healthy and west-
ern populations, resulting in a relatively limited 
representation of reference genomes from other human body 
sites, and from diseased and non-western cohorts (19–22). In 
contrast, thousands of metagenomic sequencing datasets 
have been produced from all human body sites (1, 2), for co-
horts of several human diseases (3–5, 23–25), and from non-
western populations (26, 27). Second, recent metagenomic 
binning studies revealed thousands of new bacterial species 
in the human microbiome, representing rare, yet-unculti-
vated or not yet sequenced members (28–30). These new spe-
cies did not only expand the taxonomical space of the human 
microbiome, but they also expanded its functional capacity 
beyond what has been previously observed in the genomes of 
cultured isolates. Finally, BGCs are commonly encoded on 
mobile elements as strain-specific traits (15), and capturing 
them would require deep sampling within single species – 
which is not often the goal in culturing efforts. Taken to-
gether, it is evident that our previous approach, which relied 
solely on discovering BGCs from genomes of cultured iso-
lates, is limited in its ability to fully represent the biosyn-
thetic potential of the collective human microbiome. 
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Remarkable progress has been made in determining the effects of the microbiome on human physiology 
and disease, but the underlying molecules and mechanisms governing these effects remain largely 
unexplored. Here, we combine a new computational algorithm with synthetic biology to access biologically 
active small molecules encoded directly in human microbiome-derived metagenomic sequencing data. We 
discover that members of a clinically used class of molecules are widely encoded in the human 
microbiome, and that they exert potent antibacterial activities against neighboring microbes, implying a 
possible role in niche competition and host defense. Our approach paves the way toward a systematic 
unveiling of the chemical repertoire encoded by the human microbiome and provides a generalizable 
platform for discovering molecular mediators of microbiome-host and microbiome-microbiome 
interactions. 
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A read-based algorithm for the detection of BGCs in met-
agenomic data 
Realizing this limitation, we set out to develop an algorithm 
that allows for the identification of small molecule BGCs di-
rectly in human microbiome-derived metagenomic sequenc-
ing data, without the need for bacterial cultivation or 
sequencing: (MetaBGC, Metagenomic identifier of Biosyn-
thetic Gene Clusters). Our algorithm needed to fulfill three 
main criteria: a) detects BGCs de novo from metagenomic se-
quencing data without any prior knowledge of bacterial spe-
cies in the sample, and therefore shows no bias toward 
sequenced isolates; b) detects novel BGCs on the single met-
agenomic read level (~ 100 bps), and therefore shows no bias 
toward abundant or easy-to-assemble species that often dom-
inate the metagenomic assemblies; and c) is computationally 
efficient without sacrificing sensitivity, so it can be used to 
profile thousands of metagenomic samples simultaneously. 

A simple and fast method for detecting homologs of a 
given protein family is through profile Hidden Markov Mod-
els (pHMMs) (31, 32). In pHMMs, the probability of finding a 
given amino acid, an insertion, or a deletion is calculated at 
each position of an alignment of interest (training set) and 
used to construct a probability profile. New sequences 
(search set) are then scored based on their fit to that profile. 
Importantly, pHMMs are typically constructed from full 
length proteins in the training set, while most Illumina-based 
metagenomic reads are of ~100 bps lengths (~33 amino ac-
ids). When used in a search set, these short sequences are 
aligned locally to different regions of their respective 
pHMMs. Depending on the sequence complexity and conser-
vation at these local regions, varying specificities and sensi-
tivities may be obtained across a given pHMM. Therefore, we 
sought to adapt pHMMs for use in metagenomic applications 
by developing what we refer to here as segmented pHMMs 
(spHMMs). spHMMs are built on 30 amino-acid segments of 
aligned, full-length protein homologs, resulting in probability 
profiles whose lengths match those of the sequences in the 
search set. Because of the small size of each segment, 
spHMMs would be able to distinguish regions of the aligned 
proteins that are of high complexity from repetitive or low 
complexity ones that are commonly found in sequences, and 
regions of high conservation among homologs from ones that 
are more variable. This differentiation would result in models 
of varying performances depending on their intervals (Fig. 
1A). Models are evaluated using a synthetic dataset, and 
spHMMs that perform poorly (with a high false positive, high 
false negative, or a low true positive rate) are eliminated. This 
first module of the algorithm is named MetaBGC-Build. Only 
high-performance spHMMs are selected for the next step, 
and used to search metagenomic reads from clinical samples 
(MetaBGC-Identify). 

Reads identified by the selected spHMMs (scored above a 

defined threshold) are then deemed “biosynthetic” and 
passed on to a third module of the algorithm: MetaBGC-
Quantify (Fig. 1B). In this module, biosynthetic reads are de-
replicated and quantified in all samples of the entire co-
hort(s), and an abundance matrix is generated for all unique 
reads against all samples. Since reads that originate from a 
single BGC should have an even coverage across meta-
genomic samples, we devised a clustering strategy to produce 
“bins” of identified reads based on their abundance profiles 
in different samples. In this strategy, we use Density-Based 
Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) (33) 
to cluster reads with similar abundance profiles across differ-
ent metagenomic samples into distinct bins based on their 
pairwise Pearson correlation distance (see supplementary 
materials). This fourth module is called MetaBGC-Cluster. 
This final strategy not only decreases the total number of hits 
that need to be analyzed, but it also presents an opportunity 
for a targeted assembly of the reads that originate from the 
same BGC and end up in the same bin. Taken together, our 
spHMMs-based algorithm identifies, quantifies, and clusters 
microbiome-derived BGCs at the single metagenomic read 
level (Fig. 1B). 
 
A test case for MetaBGC: Type II polyketide synthase 
BGCs 
To evaluate the utility of this approach, we focused on one 
class of small molecule BGCs that has never been reported 
from members of the human microbiome: Type II polyketide 
synthases (TII-PKSs). TII-PKS BGCs are relatively uncommon 
in bacterial genomes, and almost always encode small mole-
cules with interesting biological activities (including the clin-
ically used anticancer drug doxorubicin, and the clinically 
used antibiotic drug tetracycline) (34, 35). To first test 
whether TII-PKS BGCs can be identified at all in human met-
agenomic sequencing data, we performed de novo meta-
genomic assemblies on 759 samples from the Human 
Microbiome Project 1 (HMP-1-1) (1), and used a common BGC 
identification tool, antiSMASH, to detect TII-PKS BGCs in as-
sembled scaffolds > 5000 bps (36). Using this strategy, we 
identified six novel TII-PKS BGCs in three body sites (mouth, 
gut, and skin) (bgc1-bgc6, see below), which indicated that 
this class of molecules is indeed encoded in human-derived 
metagenomes despite not having been reported from com-
mon isolates of the human microbiome. Motivated by this 
finding, we proceeded toward adapting MetaBGC for the dis-
covery and quantification of TII-PKS BGCs directly in hu-
man-derived metagenomic sequencing data. 

Four essential enzymes are universally present in TII-PKS 
BGCs: two Keto Synthases (KSα and KSβ), which are respon-
sible for the elongation of the polyketide chain and the chain 
length determination, respectively, an Acyl Carrier Protein 
(ACP), also known as a Thiolation domain (T), on which the 
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growing chain is attached through a thioester bond, and at 
least one of four types of cyclases/aromatases (OxyN, TcmN, 
TcmI, and TcmJ types), which are responsible for the final 
cyclization/aromatization of the polyketide chain through a 
series of aldol condensation reactions (Fig. 2A) (35, 37). While 
KS and ACP domains exist in other BGCs (e.g., Iterative, Type 
I, and Type III PKSs), cyclase domains are relatively specific 
to TII-PKSs, and can be used as a proxy for identifying them 
using MetaBGC (37). Therefore, we aligned selected, diverse 
homologs of each of the four types of TII-PKS cyclases and 
built spHMMs for all intervals at a window size of 30 amino 
acids and a window shift of ten amino acids (see supplemen-
tary materials, data table S1, and figs. S1 to S5). 

To evaluate the performance of MetaBGC, we applied it to 
a carefully designed synthetic metagenomic dataset. We sim-
ulated 140 metagenomic samples containing 42 (low diver-
sity) or 126 (high diversity) human microbiome derived 
genomes that contain no TII-PKS BGCs. We then spiked in 
simulated reads from 10 diverse bacterial genomes that har-
bor in total 13 TII-PKS BGCs, none of which was part of the 
spHMM training sets (see supplementary materials, fig. S6, 
and data table S2). Overall, this synthetic dataset (synthetic 
dataset 1) was constructed to simulate several conditions that 
are expected in human microbiome samples: very low abun-
dance of a given BGC (~1x coverage), medium abundance 
(~10x coverage), several BGCs per sample, and no BGCs per 
sample (fig. S7). We then computed the F1 scores (harmonic 
mean between precision and recall) to individually evaluate 
each spHMM of all four cyclases. As expected, MetaBGC-
Build revealed two types of spHMMs for each alignment: 
high-performance ones (F1 scores >=0.5), and low-perfor-
mance ones (F1 scores <0.5) (Fig. 2B). After eliminating low-
performance models and tuning spHMM scores of the high-
performance ones (fig. S8), we reached a final set of 40 
spHMMs to be used in the MetaBGC-Identify module. More-
over, as expected, the number of reads detected by these mod-
els for a given cyclase positively correlates with the coverage 
of the spiked genomes harboring the same cyclase (fig. S9). 
Taken together, we used synthetic metagenomic data to eval-
uate the performance of each of the cyclase spHMMs in 
MetaBGC, and to select and tune the best performing ones for 
next steps. 

To evaluate the remaining components of MetaBGC, we 
subjected the identified “biosynthetic reads” from the 40 
high-performance models to the Quantification and Cluster-
ing modules and analyzed the resulting bins for composition. 
In total, MetaBGC produced 11 bins with more than 50 unique 
biosynthetic reads (range 51-616 reads, average 278 reads per 
bin): ten of which are true positive bins, and the smallest of 
them (bin 11, 51 reads) contained only false-positive reads (fig. 
S10). Collectively, the ten true-positive bins harbored reads 
from all 37 spiked cyclases (100% cyclase recovery rate). Next, 

we asked how many BGCs are represented in each of the 10 
true-positive bins. Seven out of the ten bins corresponded to 
reads that originate exclusively from one of seven unique 
BGCs, while the remaining three bins harbored reads from 
two BGCs each (Fig. 2C). Satisfyingly, each pair of BGCs that 
share a bin were encoded in the same spiked genome, and 
thus, had the same coverage and representation in the meta-
genomic dataset and were clustered together by MetaBGC-
Cluster. In conclusion, MetaBGC recovered reads from all 
cyclases of all spiked BGCs, and correctly clustered them into 
their BGC- and genome-specific bins. Importantly, MetaBGC 
produced only 4% false-positive reads after clustering, 40% of 
which were binned together into a single, easily identifiable 
false-positive bin (Fig. 2C). 

To test whether a wider distribution of coverages for the 
TII-PKS-positive genomes would affect the performance of 
MetaBGC, we simulated a new synthetic dataset (synthetic 
dataset 2) where the proportion of each TII-PKS-positive and 
-negative genome in a given sample is sampled from a log-
normal distribution and then normalized such that the sum 
of proportions equals one (data table S2 and fig. S11). Satisfy-
ingly, despite a wide range of coverages for the TII-PKS-
positive genomes (0 to >1000x) in this new dataset, MetaBGC 
performed in the same manner as before: overall, it produced 
12 bins with more than 50 unique biosynthetic reads in each 
(10 true- and two false-positive ones), 95% true-positive reads 
after binning, 100% cyclase recovery rate, and 100% correct 
binning of cyclase reads into their corresponding BGCs and 
genomes (figs. S12 to S14). Taken together, these promising 
results illustrate the validity of MetaBGC for the identifica-
tion, quantification, and clustering of TII-PKS BGCs in hu-
man-derived metagenomes. 
 
Tuning of MetaBGC using metagenomic data from three 
large cohorts 
After evaluating MetaBGC on simulated datasets of the hu-
man microbiome, we sought to tune its performance on clin-
ically derived metagenomic data. We applied it to 2544 
human-derived metagenomic samples from three large stud-
ies (the Human Microbiome Project, HMP-1-1 and HMP-1-2, 
and the Metagenomics of the Human Intestinal Tract Con-
sortium, MetaHIT) (1, 2, 38). These samples originated from 
all major human body sites (skin and airways, 293 samples, 
gut, 872 samples, vagina, 215 samples, and mouth, 1164 sam-
ples), and collectively harbored 1.09 × 1011 reads. By compar-
ing MetaBGC results to the NCBI non-redundant protein 
sequence database, 10 of our spHMM score cutoffs were fur-
ther fine-tuned to eliminate false-positive hits resulting from 
genomes commonly observed in the metagenomic datasets 
but not initially included in our synthetic dataset, and one 
model was eliminated (see supplementary materials and data 
table S1). Our final, most tuned algorithm detected 18 × 103 
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reads (1.66 × 10−7 hit rate), which clustered into 19 bins of at 
least ten unique biosynthetic reads (data tables S3 to S5). 

As expected, six of these bins mapped to our initial set of 
six BGCs (bgc1-bgc6), and 13 appeared to originate from novel 
ones (Fig. 3 and figs. S15 to S17). Only one bin, bin-W6, ap-
peared to harbor two groups of reads with different abun-
dance profiles (the first group is found on average in 72 stool 
samples, while the second is found only in 2 stool samples), 
which were easily separated into bins W6a and W6b using 
more stringent clustering parameters (Fig. 3A, supplemen-
tary materials, and data table S5). Various assembly ap-
proaches on 14 selected samples that have the highest 
abundance of the 14 new bins provided ten complete BGCs 
and four partial ones. Of the novel, complete ones, six are 
clearly TII-PKS BGCs that have not been previously described 
(Fig. 4 and data table S6). For all complete TII-PKS BGCs, 
whenever a cyclase read was detected by an spHMM for a 
given interval, this read was mapped correctly to the same 
interval in the fully assembled cyclase gene (see supplemen-
tary materials, data tables S7 to S10, and fig. S18). Interest-
ingly, the remaining six completely assembled bins do not 
represent TII-PKS BGCs, but instead, represent several novel 
architectures of OxyN-containing BGCs with no previously 
characterized function (named here: non-polyketide cyclase 
BGCs, or NPCs) (fig. S15). 
 
TII-PKS BGCs are widespread in both western and non-
western cohorts 
We then used MetaBGC-Quantify to study the representation 
of all TII-PKS bins that produced complete BGCs in the 2544 
human samples (660 subjects). With a cutoff bin abundance 
of ten reads per sample (see supplementary materials), we 
detected at least one TII-PKS BGC in 122 (46%) of HMP-1-
2/HMP-1-2 subjects at any body site (total of 265 subjects). Of 
these TII-PKS-positive subjects, 93 (76.2%) harbor TII-PKS-
BGCs in either the oral, gut, or skin microbiome, while 26 
(21.3%) and three (2.5%) harbor them at two or all three body 
sites, respectively (Fig. 3, B and C, figs. S16 and S17, and data 
table S4). By analyzing longitudinal samples that originated 
from the same subject over different visits (collected a few 
months apart), we found that 52% (for oral), 52% (for gut), 
and 19% (for skin) of subjects who were positive for a given 
TII-PKS bin at one visit are positive for the same bin at a sub-
sequent one (Fig. 3D and data table S11). Finally, in the Me-
taHIT cohort where only samples from the gut microbiome 
were available, 73 (18.5%) of the 395 subjects harbored at 
least one TII-PKS bin (Fig. 3B and data table S4). 

After the analysis of the HMP-1-1/HMP-1-2/MetaHIT co-
horts (subjects from USA, Denmark, and Spain), we asked 
whether TII-PKS BGCs are also widespread in non-western 
cohorts. To answer this question, we analyzed two additional 
cohorts (Fijicomp, 434 oral and fecal samples from Fijian 

subjects, and a Chinese cohort of 225 fecal samples) (3, 26). 
From 28 × 109 total reads, MetaBGC detected 10 × 103 reads 
(3.6 × 10−7 hit rate), which were clustered into 19 bins of 
more than ten unique biosynthetic reads (figs. S19 and S20 
and data tables S3 to S5). Six bins mapped to TII-PKS BGCs 
and NPCs previously identified in the western cohorts, two 
contained only false-positive reads, and 11 bins appeared to 
be novel ones. Of these, assemblies of 11 samples enabled the 
discovery of one complete, and four partial TII-PKS BGCs, 
and five NPCs (Fig. 4, fig. S15, and data table S6). Compared 
to the western cohorts, 15 (8%) and 56 (25%) of the Fijian and 
Chinese subjects, respectively, harbored at least one TII-PKS 
BGCs in their gut microbiome, while 38 (13%) of the Fijian 
subjects harbored a TII-PKS BGC in either their gut or oral 
microbiome, and four (1.4%) of them were positive in both 
body sites (figs. S19 and S20 and data table S4). Taken to-
gether, these results indicate that TII-PKS BGCs are wide-
spread in the human microbiome of different populations, at 
three major body sites (mouth, gut, and skin), and are har-
bored by consistent colonizers of the human body (stable over 
several months). 

Because MetaBGC infers the abundance of a given TII-PKS 
BGC from quantifying metagenomic reads derived solely 
from its cyclase genes, we sought to further verify the validity 
of this inference. For all complete TII-PKS BGCs discovered 
in a given cohort, we mapped metagenomic reads from all 
samples in the same cohort to the entire length of the BGC 
using an independent read recruitment method, and asked 
whether TII-PKS genes other than the four types of 
cyclases/aromatases can be detected (see supplementary ma-
terials). In >91% of the instances where a sample was deemed 
positive by MetaBGC for a given TII-PKS BGC, reads that map 
to both cyclase and non-cylcase genes within the same BGC 
were detected in the sample (data tables S12 to S16). In addi-
tion, a strong positive correlation was observed between the 
bin abundances calculated by MetaBGC, and the inde-
pendently calculated abundances for the entire BGCs ex-
pressed in RPKM values (Reads Per Kbps per Million of 
sequenced reads): Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.85, P-
value = 2.2 X 10−16 (data tables S12 to S16). These results fur-
ther validate MetaBGC as a sensitive, read-based algorithm 
for the discovery and quantification of TII-PKS BGCs in met-
agenomic samples of the human microbiome. 
 
TII-PKS BGCs are encoded by diverse members of the 
human microbiome and expressed under host coloniza-
tion conditions 
Altogether, we discovered 13 complete TII-PKS BGCs directly 
from metagenomic datasets of the human microbiome, where 
each BGC is found predominantly in one body site (oral, skin, 
or gut) (Figs. 3B and 4). To gain more insight into the mem-
bers of the human microbiome whose genomes encode these 
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BGCs, we searched the 13 BGCs against databases of reference 
genomes in NCBI and the Integrated Microbial Genomes and 
Microbiomes (IMG) (39), and successfully mapped seven of 
them to previously sequenced bacterial genomes (while the 
remaining six had no matches) (see supplementary materi-
als). We found that TII-PKS BGCs are encoded by a diverse 
suite of Firmicutes (Streptococcus sp., Staphylococcus sp., 
Lactobacillus sp., and Blautia sp.) and Actinobacteria (Propi-
onibacterium sp., and Rothia sp.) (Fig. 4 and data table S6). 
Interestingly, the mapped BGCs have strain-specific repre-
sentation even among extensively sampled genera: bgc1 and 
bgc9 exist in only one strain each out of ~3000 sequenced 
Streptococcus isolates, bgc5 exists in only one strain out of 
>5500 sequenced Staphylococcus isolates, and bgc13 exists in 
one strain out of ~1000 sequenced Lactobacillus isolates. 
These results indicate that human-microbiome derived TII-
PKS BGCs are encoded by both sequenced and not-yet se-
quenced members of the human microbiome in a strain spe-
cific manner, further emphasizing the importance of 
discovering these pathways directly from metagenomic se-
quencing data. 

To determine whether the discovered TII-PKS BGCs are 
indeed expressed in the human body, we mapped publicly 
available metatranscriptomic data from different human oral 
and fecal samples to the 13 complete TII-PKS BGCs discov-
ered here (see supplementary materials). Overall, we ob-
served in vivo transcription of at least five oral BGCs (bgc1, 
bgc2, bgc3, bgc8, and bgc9) and one gut BGC (bgc6) in at least 
two different samples each (fig. S21 and data table S17). These 
results suggest that TII-PKS BGCs are not only encoded in the 
human microbiome, but that they are also expressed under 
host colonization conditions. 

 
Experimental characterization of TII-PKS BGCs from 
the oral and gut microbiome 
To determine whether human microbiome-derived TII-PKS 
BGCs produce similar molecules (in structure and biological 
activity) to their previously characterized counterparts from 
environmental bacteria, we selected two of the in vivo ex-
pressed BGCs for experimental characterization: an oral one 
(bgc3), and a gut one (bgc6). Since a native strain harboring 
bgc3 had not been isolated at the beginning of this work, we 
undertook a synthetic biology strategy for its characteriza-
tion. We synthesized the coding sequence of bgc3 optimized 
for the heterologous expression in Streptomyces sp., a widely 
used host for the expression of small molecule BGCs (includ-
ing TII-PKSs) (40). bgc3 was synthesized in two overlapping 
fragments, with strong promoters driving the expression of 
its two potential operons (see supplementary materials and 
Fig. 5A). The fragments were then assembled into an Esche-
richia coli-Streptomyces-Yeast shuttle vector by transfor-
mation associated recombination in Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae, and finally integrated into a phage attachment site 
on the chromosome of S. albus by bacterial conjugation (see 
supplementary materials) (41). We then compared the or-
ganic extracts of cultures of recombinant S. albus::bgc3 to 
those of empty vector controls, using High Performance Liq-
uid Chromatography coupled with Mass Spectrometry 
(HPLC-MS), revealing the presence of several bgc3-specific 
peaks (Fig. 5B). 

To further characterize the bgc3 products, we scaled up 
the fermentation of S. albus::bgc3 (27 L), then isolated, puri-
fied, and solved the structure of four novel Type II polyke-
tides from its organic extract (compounds 1-4, named 
metamycins A-D, respectively; Fig. 5), using a combination of 
HPLC-High Resolution tandem MS (HPLC-HR-MS/MS), 1D 
and 2D nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and X-ray crys-
tallography (see supplementary text, figs. S22 to S37, and ta-
bles S1 and S2). Metamycins A (1) and B (2) share the same 
aromatic, tricyclic backbone (C16), but differ in their starter 
unit at C16 (a sec-butyl moiety in 2 instead of an isopropyl 
one in 1). Metamycins C (3) and D (4) share a longer, tetra-
cyclic aromatic backbone (C18), and similarly differ in their 
starter units. 

The second BGC we characterized was bgc6 (Fig. 6A). This 
BGC is of special interest to us because of its variable preva-
lence in human fecal samples from different cohorts, from 7% 
in Fijian subjects, to 17% in Spanish/Danish subjects, to 23% 
in Chinese subjects, and finally to 28% in American subjects 
(data table S4). In addition, bgc6 is encoded in the genome of 
the gut isolate Blautia wexlerae DSM 19850 from the class 
Clostridia. This is unusual, since TII-PKSs are rarely encoded 
in anaerobic bacteria, and only two anaerobes are known to 
produce aromatic polyketides (42–44). To characterize the 
product of bgc6, we amplified its coding sequence from the 
genomic DNA of B. wexlerae DSM 19850, cloned it in an E. 
coli-Bacillus subtilis shuttle vector under a strong constitu-
tive promoter, and integrated it into the genome of B. subtilis 
168-sfp by natural transformation and double crossover ho-
mologous recombination to yield B. subtilis-168-sfp::bgc6 
(see supplementary materials). B. subtilis was chosen in this 
case because it belongs to the same phylum as B. wexlerae 
(Firmicutes), harbors an average GC content similar to that 
of B. wexlerae (GC content is 41.5% in B. wexlerae and 43.5% 
in B. subtillis-168), and has been previously used as a heter-
ologous host for the expression of Type I polyketides (e.g., 6-
deoxyerythronolide B), so it should not be limited in primary 
polyketide substrates such as acetate and malonate (45). 

We then compared the organic extracts of cultures of B. 
subtillis-168-sfp::bgc6 and an empty vector control using 
HPLC-MS, revealing a single bgc6-specific peak (Fig. 6B). 
Next, we scaled up the B. subtillis-168-sfp::bgc6 culture (31L), 
then isolated, purified and elucidated the structure of a single 
new molecule (compound 5, named wexrubicin) using a 
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combination of HPLC-HR-MS/MS, and NMR (see supplemen-
tary text, figs. S38 to S44, and table S3). Wexrubicin possess 
a tetracyclic, anthracycline ring system (C21) connected with 
a β-glucose moiety at C4, which is consistent with an encoded 
glycosyl transferase in bgc6 (Fig. 6C). 
 
Biological activity of Type II polyketides encoded in the 
human microbiome 
The discovery of 1-5 not only shows that the human microbi-
ome encodes previously undescribed Type II polyketides, but 
that some of these molecules resemble to a great extent clin-
ically used drugs. Wexrubicin (5), for example, falls into the 
group of anthracycline polyketides, which include the clini-
cally used anticancer drugs doxorubicin and danuribicin, as 
well as the antitumor antibiotic molecules tetracenomycin 
and elloramycin (46, 47). Metamycins A and B (1, 2), and C 
and D (3, 4) on the other hand, resemble the previously iso-
lated antibiotics setomimycin from S. pseudovenezuelae and 
oviedomycin from S. antibioticus, respectively (48, 49). To de-
termine whether microbiome-derived polyketides exert the 
same biological activity as their closely related derivatives, we 
tested them in two types of assays: cytotoxicity against mam-
malian cell lines, and antimicrobial activity against selected 
bacteria and fungi (see supplementary materials). In compar-
ison to doxorubicin as a positive control, none of the tested 
molecules showed notable cytotoxicity against HeLa cell lines 
(fig. S45). 

In antimicrobial assays, however, metamycins C and D (3, 
4) showed strong inhibitory activity against several Gram-
positive bacteria, at a magnitude similar to that of the clini-
cally used antibiotic tetracycline in some cases. Interestingly, 
these molecules were most potent against oral isolates of 
Streptococcus, Atopobium, Actinomyces, Rothia, and Coryne-
bacterium sp. (Fig. 6D). Being the products of an oral BGC 
(bgc3), these results suggest that metamycins C and D (3, 4) 
may play a role in niche competition in the oral cavity, or in 
host protection against pathogens. This is consistent with the 
fact that bgc3 is expressed in human supragingival plaque 
samples during early biofilm formation, as determined by 
metatranscriptomic analysis (fig. S21 and data table S17). 
Since no cytotoxicity or antibacterial activity were detected 
for metamycins A and B (1, 2), and wexrubicin (5), further 
studies are needed to provide insights into their biological 
role. 

 
Discussion 
Although significant efforts have been spent on documenting 
and characterizing diverse small molecules encoded by hu-
man associated bacteria, no aromatic polyketides have been 
previously described from the human microbiome. Here, we 
employ a novel computational strategy for the discovery of 
small molecule BGCs directly from human microbiome-

derived metagenomic sequencing data, revealing the surpris-
ingly wide distribution of BGCs encoding for this relatively 
rare class of molecules in the human microbiome (~50% of 
subjects carry at least one BGC of this class). We then com-
bine this in silico approach with a synthetic biology strategy 
to heterologously express the identified BGCs and directly 
discover their chemical products. The structural diversity ob-
served in the products of two of the 13 BGCs discovered here, 
and the fact that they resemble in structure or biological ac-
tivity clinically used drugs clearly motivate further functional 
investigations into this class. These investigations will not 
only serve as an important avenue for elucidating microbi-
ome-host interactions at the molecular level, but they will 
also serve as an unprecedented resource for drug discovery 
from within the human body. 

Our computational strategy relies on repurposing and tai-
loring established probabilistic models for the use with short-
read metagenomic data, which achieves high sensitivity and 
high specificity detection of target protein families. We focus 
on not one but four distinct protein families in this study as 
a proof of principle (TII-PKS cyclases/aromatases), which 
demonstrates the generality of our method. The same ap-
proach could be easily adapted to any protein family of inter-
est, including ones that are specific to other types of BGCs. 
To illustrate this point, we applied our same strategy to two 
new protein families that are specific to BGCs that encode 
two additional types of small molecules (siderophores and 
lanthipeptides). In both cases, we were successful in separat-
ing low- and high- performance spHMMs, and in employing 
the four modules of MetaBGC using synthetic dataset 2 (see 
supplementary materials, data table S18, and figs. S46 to 
S49). 

The performance and limitations of MetaBGC depend on 
several factors. First, to be used as a discovery and quantifi-
cation method for a given BGC, it is important that spHMMs 
are built for a protein family that is both specific for and uni-
versally found in the BGC of interest. Second, a relatively 
high-performance, full-size pHMM needs to be generated be-
fore segmentation, which relies in turn on the availability of 
sufficient numbers and a proper alignment of sequenced 
homologs for the protein family of interest. Third, a carefully-
designed synthetic dataset needs to be generated to reflect as 
much as possible the expected complexity in the real meta-
genomic datasets of interest, and to evaluate the spHMMs 
and tailor their score cutoffs. Finally, several flexible param-
eters need to be optimized based on the specific study goals, 
including the size of the spHMM segments (depending on the 
read length of the search data), the F1 and spHMM score cut-
offs (depending on how conservative the discovery goals are), 
the minimum number of unique biosynthetic reads to define 
a new bin and the minimum bin abundance to define “pres-
ence” or “absence” of a given bin in a metagenomic sample 
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(depending on how sensitive the study is designed to be), and 
finally, the minimum Pearson correlation distance used in 
the clustering step, which dictates the stringency of the bin-
ning. We have provided example settings for these parame-
ters in our current study, which can be used as starting points 
for new applications and further optimized as needed. 

In conclusion, we present a general strategy that is useful 
for quickly profiling metagenomic datasets from large clini-
cal cohorts, and prioritizing candidate BGCs for experimental 
characterization. More broadly, we see this strategy as a sys-
tematic one for unveiling the chemical repertoire encoded by 
the human microbiome, a much-needed step for understand-
ing its role in human health and disease. 
 
Materials and Methods Summary 
Expanded material and methods can be found in the supple-
mentary materials. 
 
Development of MetaBGC 
MetaBGC is composed of four modules. MetaBGC-Build: 
spHMMs are developed for every protein family of interest 
and evaluated using a synthetic metagenomic dataset that 
harbors reads from two groups of bacterial genomes, ones 
that encode diverse members of the protein family of interest 
(but not included in the spHMMs) and ones that lack any. 
MetaBGC-Identify: high-performance spHMMs are used to 
search billions of translated metagenomic reads from thou-
sands of metagenomic samples to identify “biosynthetic 
reads”. MetaBGC-Quantify: identified biosynthetic reads are 
de-replicated and quantified in all samples of a given cohort, 
and an abundance profile matrix is built for all reads in all 
samples. MetaBGC-Cluster: biosynthetic reads are clustered 
into “biosynthetic read bins” based on their abundance pro-
files across samples. These bins are used to calculate “biosyn-
thetic read bin abundance” in each sample, and as seeds for 
targeted or untargeted BGC assembly efforts from the sample 
with the highest abundance of a given bin. For exact details 
about the development of MetaBGC, see the supplementary 
materials. 
 
Use of MetaBGC to search metagenomic sequencing 
data of the human microbiome for TII-PKS BGCs 
High-performance spHMMs for four types of cyclases/aroma-
tases commonly found in TII-PKS BGCs were developed and 
used to search quality-filtered and translated metagenomic 
sequencing reads from five large cohorts (HMP-1-1, HMP-1-2, 
MetaHIT, Chinese, and Fijicomp). After quantification, clus-
tering, and assembly of biosynthetic read bins, complete TII-
PKS BGCs were annotated and two were selected for experi-
mental characterization. For details about the complete set of 
analyses performed on the five cohorts and the discovered 
TII-PKS BGCs, see the supplementary materials. 

Experimental characterization of two human microbi-
ome-derived TII-PKS BGCs 
Out of the 13 identified TII-PKS BGCs, we selected two, bgc3 
and bgc6, for experimental characterization based on their 
profiles in metagenomic and metatranscriptomic datasets. 
The metagenomic DNA sequence for bgc3 was codon opti-
mized, synthesized, and engineered for heterologous expres-
sion in Streptomyces albus, while that of bgc6 was amplified 
from genomic DNA isolated from Blautia wexlerae DSM 
19850, and engineered for heterologous expression in Bacil-
lus subtilis. Heterologous expression lines harboring the 
BGCs or empty vector controls were cultured, chemically ex-
tracted, and analyzed using HPLC-MS. Large-scale cultiva-
tion experiments of the expression lines were used to provide 
enough materials for the isolation and purification of the five 
Type II polyketide molecules reported here. Structural eluci-
dation of the purified molecules was performed using a com-
bination of NMR, X-ray crystallography, and MS. Biological 
activity of the purified molecules were assessed using cyto-
toxicity assays against HeLa cells and MIC-on-agar assays 
against several pathogenic and commensal bacteria. For ad-
ditional details, see the supplementary materials. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of MetaBGC. (A) The first step of MetaBGC is the development of high-performance spHMMs that are 
specific for a given class of BGCs (MetaBGC-Build). Homologs of the protein family of interest are aligned, and the 
alignment is segmented into 30 amino acid fragments with a ten amino acid window shift. spHMMs are built using the 
segmented alignments, which are then evaluated using synthetic metagenomes composed of a predominantly negative 
background and spiked with positive BGCs. spHMMs with F1 scores >=0.5 form the basis of MetaBGC-Identify, while 
ones with F1 scores <0.5 are excluded. (B) The remaining three steps of MetaBGC: (1) MetaBGC-identify detects 
biosynthetic reads from complex metagenomic datasets of the human microbiome using spHMMs (as described in A); 
(2) Unique biosynthetic reads are then quantified in all samples (MetaBGC-Quantify), and an abundance profile is 
generated for each read; and (3) Unique biosynthetic reads are finally clustered based on their abundance profiles 
(MetaBGC-Cluster) to produce read “bins” that originate from specific BGCs. For example, biosynthetic reads colored 
in red or blue are detected from ten metagenomic samples, quantified in the same samples, and finally clustered to 
produce two distinct bins (a red one and a blue one) that originate from bgc1 or bgc2, respectively. Non-biosynthetic 
reads are colored in grey.  
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Fig. 2. Using MetaBGC to detect TII-PKS BGCs in synthetic metagenomic samples. (A) A typical organization 
of a TII-PKS BGC, composed of genes encoding for two ketosynthases (KSα and KSβ), responsible for the 
elongation and chain-length determination of the growing polyketide chain, respectively, a thiolation domain (T), 
on which the growing chain is attached, and at least one type of cyclase/aromatase (Cyc), responsible for the 
cyclization of the linear chain. Through additional tailoring reactions, more elaborate structures are formed, such 
as the clinically used antibiotic tetracycline. (B) Four types of cyclases/aromatases are specifically found in TII-
PKS BGCs, and are chosen as protein families for MetaBGC. For each of the four protein families, segmented 
alignments corresponding to 30 amino acid intervals are used to build spHMMs. Each spHMM is then evaluated 
using synthetic metagenomes designed to simulate several expected compositions in human microbiome 
samples (synthetic dataset 1). The F1 score (Y axis) of each spHMM / interval (X axis) is calculated, which is 
indicative of its accuracy (considering both precision and recall). Values shown represent the maximum F1 score 
after testing various spHMM score thresholds (fig. S8). Note that some spHMMs have very low F1 scores, while 
others have high ones (only spHMMs with F1 scores >=0.5 were included in MetaBGC-Identify). The F1 score of 
each unsegmented cyclase pHMM is shown in green. (C) A stacked bar graph showing 11 bins (>50 unique 
biosynthetic reads each) that MetaBGC produced when applied to the 140 synthetic metagenomes simulated in 
this study (synthetic dataset 1). Colors indicate the types of cyclases that the biosynthetic reads belong to within 
each bin, and blue indicates false-positive reads (FP). The heat map on top indicates the number of BGCs 
represented per bin, and the number of genomes that these BGCs originate from. Most bins represent a single 
BGC, and when two BGCs are represented by the same bin, they are expectedly derived from the same spiked 
genome. Results from synthetic dataset 2 can be found in figs. S12 to S14.  
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Fig. 3. Testing MetaBGC on human microbiome-derived metagenomic samples from three large 
cohorts. (A) MetaBGC results from profiling 2544 metagenomic samples of three cohorts (HMP-1-1, HMP-1-
2, and MetaHIT). A selection of bins (n=13), corresponding to TII-PKS BGCs, is shown, where each point 
represents a unique biosynthetic read that was detected by MetaBGC. For all other bins, see fig. S16. The 
color, shape, and size of each point indicate the type of cyclase that each read belongs to, the body site where 
each read originated from, and the number of metagenomic samples where each read was detected in, 
following the key on the right. All bins harbor biosynthetic reads from one BGC. Bins W6a and W6b were 
separated using a refined clustering strategy (see supplementary materials). (B) A heatmap indicating the 
abundance of each of 11 bins that correspond to complete TII-PKS BGCs (data table S6) in 380 metagenomic 
samples. For a similar heatmap of all other bins, see fig. S17. Bin abundance is calculated as the sum of 
abundances for all biosynthetic reads in a given bin (in Log10), and is indicated on a gradient color scale as 
shown above (with a minimum bin abundance of 10 reads). The body site and cohort that each sample 
belongs to are indicated following the color code on the left. The bar graph shown at the bottom indicates the 
prevalence of each corresponding biosynthetic bin in subjects from the three cohorts analyzed here. 
Percentages are shown out of the total number of subjects with available samples at a given body site (oral: 
219 subjects, fecal: 646 subjects, and skin: 161 subjects). (C) A Venn diagram indicating the number of HMP-
1-1 and HMP-1-2 subjects that are positive for complete TII-PKS BGCs in one, two, or three body sites (with a 
minimum bin abundance of 10 reads). (D) Longitudinal analysis of HMP-1-1 and HMP-1-2 subjects, where 
samples from up to three visits of the same subject are deemed TII-PKS positive (dot, with a minimum bin 
abundance of 10 reads) or TII-PKS negative (no dot). Red dots indicate that the subject had the same TII-PKS 
bin at subsequent visits (longitudinal consistency), while black dots indicate that the subject had a TII-PKS 
bin at only one visit. X indicates visits where no metagenomic data are available.  
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Fig. 4. Genetic organization of human-derived TII-PKS BGCs. Colored arrows in each BGC 
indicate genes, following the color code on top. Typical TII-PKS biosynthetic domains (KSα, KSβ, 
T, and the four possible types of Cyc) are shown to the right of each BGC. The main body site where 
each BGC was found, the subject cohort(s) it was discovered in, and the bacterial species with the 
closest match to it are also indicated. Note that several BGCs are only found in metagenomic data 
and have no species designation. For more details, see data table S6.  
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Fig. 5. Experimental characterization of bgc3. (A) The DNA sequence of bgc3, discovered from human oral 
metagenomic data, was codon optimized for Streptomyces sp., synthesized, assembled, and cloned into the 
heterologous host S. albus. Terminator (black dots) and constitutive promoter (black arrows) sequences were 
engineered to control the expression of bgc3 in S. albus (see supplementary materials). (B) HPLC-MS analysis 
of a chemical extract from the culture of S. albus::bgc3 (red) in comparison to one from S. albus with an empty 
vector control (blue). An HPLC chromatogram at the absorbance of 400 nm is shown for both samples, 
indicating four bgc3-specific peaks produced by S. albus::bgc3 and not the control (1 to 4, highlighted in yellow). 
(C) Molecular structure of metamycins A-D (1 to 4), the products of bgc3. The asterisks indicate the relative 
configuration at the chiral carbons.  
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Fig. 6. Experimental characterization of bgc6. (A) The DNA sequence of bgc6 was cloned from the gut isolate 
B. wexlerae DSM 19850 into the heterologous host B. subtilis-168-sfp. The black arrow indicates a constitutive 
promoter that was engineered to control the expression of bgc6 in B. subtilis-168-sfp (see supplementary 
materials). (B) HPLC-MS analysis of a chemical extract from the culture of B. subtilis-168-sfp::bgc6 (red) in 
comparison to one from B. subtilis-168-sfp with an empty vector control (blue). An HPLC chromatogram at the 
absorbance of 400 nm is shown for both samples, indicating a single bgc6-specific peak produced by B. subtilis-
168-sfp::bgc6 and not the control (5, highlighted in yellow). (C) Molecular structures of wexrubicin (5), the product 
of bgc6, and the related anticancer drug, doxorubicin. (D) A heat map indicating the antimicrobial activity of 
metamycins A-D (1 to 4), and wexrubicin (5), against a panel of representative oral, skin, and gut isolates of the 
human microbiome. The activity is measured in micromolar as the minimum inhibitory concentration on agar 
(MIC-A). The antibiotic tetracycline (T) was tested in the same manner, and its activity is compared to that of the 
newly discovered polyketides. Note that only metamycin C (3) and metamycin D (4) exert antimicrobial activities 
against several isolates, with metamycin D activity being similar to that of tetracycline in several cases. 
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